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About This Content

High-speed Chinese rail services were first introduced in 2007 and operated with existing CRH (China Railways) rolling stock
running on existing lines which had been upg 5d3b920ae0
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A reasonable "high tech" EMU add-on with no bugs found (as yet!). Pity there are no career scenarios .. This Train is great!
However there are some bugs in the Horn. Every time you use the horn it plays the horn quitely in the background for the whole
ride and it gets pretty annoying lol.. I'm a freight haulin fan and not people puller but had to get this because it looked sweet to
the eye's. Can't complain about the scenery but what does one expect to see at 223.693629 MPH. Also discovered that the train
will shut down if your don't get your speed down in time lol. Ony draw back I saw was not being able to see the numbers on the
crusie control dial, so I just played with it a couple times by adjusting the dial and toggling the cc switch on and off. Finally got
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it set to cruise at 350 kmh which took about 30 min from end to end so I'm happy about that. So yes I highly recommend this
train set and the route to go along with it an i'm freight hauling fan.. The CRH Is A Very Good Train. I think this loco is a must-
have addition to the Chengdu-Suining route as it goes even faster than that one which comes with the route. I don't know about
the accuracy but I think that the visuals and sounds are great. I just have a minor complaint about the "Light lens flare effects"
that are very basic and spoil the lighting impression a bit (coolest headlights ever). And also I'm suprised there's no advanced
cruise control just like the slower loco has. Just a simple speed limiter. But these are just a minor drawbacks.. This train is
amazing perfect for my chengdu-sui-ng route! Lovin it! MUST BUY WITH ROUTE.. This train is amazing perfect for my
chengdu-sui-ng route! Lovin it! MUST BUY WITH ROUTE.. u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665carn't accsess it.. I'm a freight
haulin fan and not people puller but had to get this because it looked sweet to the eye's. Can't complain about the scenery but
what does one expect to see at 223.693629 MPH. Also discovered that the train will shut down if your don't get your speed
down in time lol. Ony draw back I saw was not being able to see the numbers on the crusie control dial, so I just played with it a
couple times by adjusting the dial and toggling the cc switch on and off. Finally got it set to cruise at 350 kmh which took about
30 min from end to end so I'm happy about that. So yes I highly recommend this train set and the route to go along with it an i'm
freight hauling fan.
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